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FANG: Who's your best opportunity to buy? - jamesgolding I've spent the last 5-6 years learning
about startups and investing. I do have a decent stock portfolio right now, but I'd like to diversify a
bit. ====== reedlaw 1\. Apple - generally good long term company and shares could be much
lower 2\. Google - It's possible Google and similar tech companies will lose dominance and become
private companies 3\. Facebook - this is where a lot of the value is currently hiding. 5 years ago, it
would have been very hard to argue that Facebook was worth so much but today it's valued at
$46bn so you may be able to buy shares at a discount 4\. Zynga - still a gamble I guess 5\. Twitter -
maybe a good value at $5bn but Twitter has some serious problems (even though they could also
go public to solve it) 6\. HN (albeit a small exposure) ~~~ staunch If you read the comments in
my article you'll see I was talking about mostly #2. I'm not a big fan of Facebook but I think
they're going to be okay and are a good long-term play. ------ ktsmith What is your investment
strategy? If you have more capital than you will know exactly where to invest and be able to pick a
winner. You could simply invest your current portfolio and keep an eye on the market. I have a
long running portfolio of the top 50 stocks of the Dow Jones
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